It is pointed out that a vaporˆlm on a premixed high-temperature droplet surface is needed to be collapsed to trigger vapor explosion. Thus, it is important to clarify the micromechanism of vaporˆlm collapse behavior for the occurrence of vapor explosion. In a previous study, it is suggested experimentally that vaporˆlm collapse behavior is dominated by phase change phenomena rather than by the surrounding ‰uid motion. In the present study, vaporˆlm collapse behavior is investigated to clarify the dominant factor of vaporˆlm collapse behavior with lattice gas automata of three-dimensional immiscible lattice gas model (3-D ILG model). First, in order to represent the boiling and phase change phenomena, the thermal model of a heat wall model and a phase change model is newly constructed. Next, the numerical simulation of vaporˆlm collapse behavior is performed with and without the phase change eŠect. As a result, the computational result with the phase change eŠect is observed to be almost same as the experimental result. It can be considered that vaporˆlm collapse behavior is dominated by phase change phenomena. 
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